www.oneworldexpress.com

eCommerce
MiniPacket
The OWEX eCommerce MiniPacket is the easiest and cheapest way to send your
shipments up to 500g to your customers. Our MiniPackets are delivered
worldwide. The final mile delivery service in the destination country is provided by
the respective national postal service (e.g. Royal Mail in the UK, LaPoste in
France, Post NL in the Netherlands, etc.) using PRIORITY service.

Land of handover

Germany

Destination
countries

Worldwide (220+ destination countries/ territories
available)

Service level

3-6 days (details to standard delivery times see OWEX
running times)

Minimum
dimensions

140 mm x 90 mm (length x width)

Maximal dimensions

Length + Width + Height < 90 cm, no dimension may
exceed 60 cm

Maximal weight

500g

Tracking

Soft-Tracking (tracking from label creation to transfer to
the the final mile carrier in the destination country)

Insurance

None

Costums clearance

Yes (if shipments are sent to non-EU countries)

Additional costs

None
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eCommerce
Packet
The OWEX eCommerce Packet is the easiest and cheapest way to send your
shipments up to 2000g to your customers in Europe. The final mile delivery
service in the destination country is provided by the respective national postal
service (e.g. Royal Mail in the UK, LaPoste in France, Post NL in the Netherlands,
etc.) using PRIORITY service.

Land of handover

Germany

Destination
countries

EU28

Service level

3-6 days (details to standard delivery times see OWEX
running times)

Minimum
dimensions

140 mm x 90 mm (length x width)

Maximal dimensions

Length + Width + Height < 90 cm, no dimension may
exceed 60 cm

Maximal weight

501 - 2000g

Tracking

Soft-Tracking (tracking from label creation to transfer to
the the final mile carrier in the destination country)

Insurance

None

Costums clearance

Yes (if shipments are sent to non-EU countries)

Additional costs

None
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eCommerce
Packet
worldwide
The OWEX eCommerce Packet worldwide is the easiest and cheapest way to
send your shipments up to 2000g to your customers worldwide. The final mile
delivery service in the destination country is provided by the respective national
postal service (e.g. Royal Mail in the UK, LaPoste in France, Post NL in the
Netherlands, etc.) using PRIORITY service.

Land of handover

Germany

Destination
countries

Worldwide (220+ destination countries/ territories
available)

Service level

3-6 days (details to standard delivery times see OWEX
running times)

Minimum
dimensions

140 mm x 90 mm (length x width)

Maximal dimensions

Length + Width + Height < 90 cm, no dimension may
exceed 60 cm

Maximal weight

501 - 2000g

Tracking

Soft-Tracking (tracking from label creation to transfer to
the the final mile carrier in the destination country)

Insurance

None

Costums clearance

Yes (if shipments are sent to non-EU countries)

EUR
13,Additional
costs/ < 1500g
None
EUR 15,- / < 2000g
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eCommerce
MiniPacket
Plus
The OWEX MiniPacket Plus is the best way to send your packets fully tracked,
insured and fast to your customers worldwide. This service includes track &
trace, delivery confirmation and an insurance of 50,- per item. The final mile
delivery service in the destination country is provided by the respective national
postal service (e.g. Royal Mail in the UK, LaPoste in France, Post NL in the
Netherlands, etc.) using PRIORITY service.

Land of handover

Germany

Destination
countries

Worldwide (220+ destination countries/ territories
available)

Service level

3-6 days (details to standard delivery times see OWEX
running times)

Minimum
dimensions

140 mm x 90 mm (length x width)

Maximal dimensions

Length + Width + Height < 90 cm, no dimension may
exceed 60 cm

Maximal weight

500g

Tracking

Full-Tracking (tracking from label creation to delivery
confirmation by the final mile carrier in the destination
country)

Insurance

Yes (EUR 50,-/item)

Costums clearance

Yes (if shipments are sent to non-EU countries)

Additional costs

None
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eCommerce
Packet Plus
The OWEX Packet Plus is the best way to send your packets fully tracked, insured
and as quickly as possible to your customers in Europe. This service includes
track & trace, delivery confirmation and an insurance of 50,- per item. The final
mile delivery service in the destination country is provided by the respective
national postal service (e.g. Royal Mail in the UK, LaPoste in France, Post NL in
the Netherlands, etc.) using PRIORITY service.

Land of handover

Germany

Destination
countries

EU 28

Service level

3-6 days (details to standard delivery times see OWEX
running times)

Minimum
dimensions

140 mm x 90 mm (length x width)

Maximal dimensions

Length + Width + Height < 90 cm, no dimension may
exceed 60 cm

Maximal weight

501- 2000g

Tracking

Full-Tracking (tracking from label creation to delivery
confirmation by the final mile carrier in the destination
country)

Insurance

Yes (EUR 50,-/item)

Costums clearance

Yes (if shipments are sent to non-EU countries)

Additional costs

None
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eCommerce
Packet Plus
worldwide
The OWEX Packet Plus is the best way to send your packets fully tracked, insured
and as quickly as possible to your customers worldwide. This service includes
track & trace, delivery confirmation and an insurance of 50,- per item. The final
mile delivery service in the destination country is provided by the respective
national postal service (e.g. Royal Mail in the UK, LaPoste in France, Post NL in
the Netherlands, etc.) using PRIORITY service.

Land of handover

Germany

Destination
countries

Worldwide

Service level

3-6 days (details to standard delivery times see OWEX
running times)

Minimum
dimensions

140 mm x 90 mm (length x width)

Maximal dimensions

Length + Width + Height < 90 cm, no dimension may
exceed 60 cm

Maximal weight

501- 2000g

Tracking

Full-Tracking (tracking from label creation to delivery
confirmation by the final mile carrier in the destination
country)

Insurance

Yes (EUR 50,-/item)

Costums clearance

Yes (if shipments are sent to non-EU countries)

Additional costs

None
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eCommerce
MiniParcel
EU28
The OWEX MiniParcel EU28 is the best way to send your parcels fully tracked,
insured and as quickly as possible to your customers in the EU. This service
includes track & trace, delivery confirmation and an insurance of 50,- per item.
The final mile delivery service is provided by the best available solution in the
destination country, either by international parcel service providers (e.g. DHL,
DPD, UPS) or by local courier and express services.

Land of handover

Germany

Destination
countries

Worldwide (220+ destination countries/ territories
available)

Service level

3-6 days (details to standard delivery times see OWEX
running times)

Dimensions

Country Specific

Maximal weight

2000g

Tracking

Full-Tracking (tracking from label creation to delivery
confirmation by the final mile carrier in the destination
country)

Insurance

Yes (EUR 50,-/item)

Costums clearance

No (EU deliveries only)

Additional costs

Surcharges may be applied if customers are located in
remote areas
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eCommerce
Parcel EU28
The OWEX Parcel EU28 is the best way to send your parcels fully tracked, insured
and as quickly as possible to your customers in the EU. This service includes
track & trace, delivery confirmation and an insurance of 50,- per item. The final
mile delivery service is provided by the best available solution in the country,
either by international parcel service providers (e.g. DHL, DPD, UPS) or by local
courier and express services.

Land of handover

Germany

Destination
countries

Worldwide (220+ destination countries/ territories
available)

Service level

3-6 days (details to standard delivery times see OWEX
running times)

Dimensions

Country Specific

Maximal weight

2,1kg – 30kg

Tracking

Full-Tracking (tracking from label creation to delivery
confirmation by the final mile carrier in the destination
country)

Insurance

Yes (EUR 50,-/item)

Costums clearance

No (EU deliveries only)

Additional costs

Surcharges may be applied if customers are located in
remote areas
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